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Abstract— This paper investigates the efficiency of wavelength
selection in an optical network when it is conducted without
knowledge of wavelength utilization, and compares it to the case
when switches exchange wavelength availability through a rout-
ing protocol such as OSPF. We describe a series of experiments
to determine the effect of wavelength advertisement on connec-
tion blocking probability in heterogeneous networks consisting of
both wavelength converter and non-converter switches. Based on
these experiments, we describe some consequences of advertising
wavelength availability, and quantify when it is advantageous to
advertise wavelength availability within the routing protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION

All-optical switches are the future technology for transport
backbones in next-generation networks. Scalability issues are
very important and intimately tied to the problem of wavelength
assignment. The majority of integrated DWDM in switching
technologies offer up to ��� wavelengths per fiber. However, it
is still not feasible to optically parse packet headers, thus, the
control and data planes are decoupled and circuit switching is
utilized.

A user requests the establishment of a call, an optical path
or trail, via a signaling protocol such as OIF User Network
Interface (UNI), RSVP, or CR-LDP. Upon receiving the re-
quest, the optical switch selects the outgoing port and a wave-
length/interface and forwards the signaling packet to the next
adjacent switch towards the specified destination. For net-
works without wavelength converters, the initial wavelength
path is selected by the first switch. If at any point along the
route the required wavelength becomes unavailable the call is
blocked. Even when wavelength availability is advertised and
wavelength conversion possible, blocking can occur because in-
formation propagation is not instantaneous.

This paper investigates the efficiency of wavelength selec-
tion (in terms of blocking probability) when done without any
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knowledge of wavelength availability, and compares it to the
case where switches exchange this information through a suit-
ably augmented routing protocol (e.g. OSPF-TE using opaque
LSA).

Early IETF drafts by Chaudhuri et al. [3] and Basak et al. [1]
specified optical network characteristics that should maintained
in the switch routing database, classifying it in two categories:
(i) information advertised using OSPF, e.g. the total number
of active channels, preemptable channels, risk groups, etc., and
(ii) information kept locally, e.g. available link capacity, asso-
ciation between fibers and wavelengths, etc. Later proposals
[5], [6] made use of the Opaque OSPF LSAs [4] to implement
advertisement of such characteristics.

At present, two routing protocols OSPF-TE and IS-IS-TE
have been extended in the IETF to handle optical networks un-
der the Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching architecture
(GMPLS RFCs 3471 and 3473). Since the two routing proto-
cols are both link state protocols, we will only consider OSPF-
TE in this paper.

Wang et al. [6] argued that the optical OSPF-TE protocol
should advertise both the available wavelengths per fiber and
the total available bandwidth. The rationale for the approach of
Wang et al. is that in a network where a significant fraction of
the switches are not wavelength-conversion capable, the prob-
ability of selecting a feasible source route decreases dramati-
cally because wavelength continuity constraints at the transit
switches render most of these routes infeasible.

On the other hand, RFC 3630 by Katz et al. postulates that
an optical adaptation of the OSPF protocol should not advertise
wavelength availability in link state advertisements since avail-
able wavelengths change frequently, and so presumably any
performance increase would not be proportionate to the costs
of increased control traffic. In this RFC, the problem of wave-
length assignment is postponed to when the lightpaths are being
signaled/provisioned.

In this paper, we seek to quantify the tradeoff between wave-



length advertisement policies and the performance of the opti-
cal network routing protocol.

II. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Our performance metric is blocking probability, the rela-
tive frequency with which a connection could not be established
due to wavelength assignment infeasibility. Intuitively, we ex-
pect wavelength advertisement to decrease blocking probabil-
ity. The aim to this paper is to give a quantitative description of
the precise extent and circumstances in which this intuition is
valid.

We consider the following experimental parameters.

1) � -Converter Density. In any network, some percentage� of the switches are capable of � -conversion. We ex-
pect wavelength advertisement to yield greater benefit in
networks where � is large, since the � -availability infor-
mation then has greater potential to be utilized. In our
experiments, we consider scenarios when ����� %, ��� %,
� � %, �	� %, and 
 ��� %.

2) Link delay � , and mean distance (in hops) between
switches � . The product of these quantities �� is pro-
portional to the mean time to propagate changes in rout-
ing information. When the product is large, we expect
wavelength advertisement to yield less benefit, since � -
availability information will be more likely be stale when
it is used in routing.

3) Mean inter-connection arrival time � . When the mean
inter-connection arrival time is small, we expect wave-
length advertisement to yield less benefit, since � -
availability information will be more likely be stale when
it is used in routing.

We combine variables of � ��� and � ��� into a single parameter,
the normalized connection arrival rate � , defined as

� � ��
���

Informally, � measures the (average) number of connection
setups witnessed during the (average) time for routing informa-
tion to propagate between two switches. In our experiments, we
vary � between � and � in increments of � � ��� .

Network topologies. We generated ��� � random networks
of ��� , 
 ��� , and � ��� switches respectively. Each of these ��� �
networks is constructed by the following process: ����� Place all
of the switches at random positions inside the unit square. �����
Add links via the following random process: ������ Choose a

random pair of switches that both have fewer than � links, ���! ��
With probability that decays exponentially with the euclidean
distance between " and # add a link �$"&%'#�� with � � wavelengths.
Repeat ��� � � and ���  � until all switches have a degree of at least
two and the network is connected. This process of sampling
random networks is based on the techniques of Waxman [7].

Network traffic. For each experiment, we generate ��� �����
connection requests between random pairs of switches using
a Poisson process. The connection holding time is exponen-
tially distributed, with mean 
 . All times (including mean inter-
connection arrival time) are interpreted as values normalized to
this fixed unity.

Our experiments are conducted using the Toolkit for Routing
in Optical Networks (TRON), a simulation library for experi-
menting on routing protocols for optical networks [2]. TRON
combines both peer and overlay models for routing information
exchange, by making the router aware of the optical network
details and collecting information to compute source routes. We
extend TRON to explore the impact of advertising wavelength
availability on the performance of optical link state routing pro-
tocols.

III. RESULTS

The chart in Figure 1 describes how blocking probability
changes as � is increased from � to � in homogeneous networks
(consisting entirely of converters or non-converters) under vary-
ing � -advertisement policies.
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Effects of Wavelength Advertisement in a Network of Wavelength Converters
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Fig. 1. Blocking probabilities in homogeneous ( -advertising and non- ( -
advertising networks.

Comparing the heights of the curves in Figure 1, we conclude
that (for either advertisement policy) � -converter networks en-
joy a lower blocking probability that is between ) � - ��� % of what
is experienced in non- � -converter networks.



Comparing the slopes of the curves in Figure 1, we con-
clude that networks which do not advertise � -availability are
significantly less sensitive to � . Specifically, networks of non-
converters (resp. converters) which advertise � -availability see
blocking probability increase at roughly � � ) % (resp. ) � � %) for
each unit increase in � . In contrast, similar networks of that do
not advertise � -availability witness only an increase of approx-
imately � � ) % (resp. 
 � � %).

Considering the intersections of the curves in Figure 1, we
conclude that the � -advertising network outperforms the non- � -
advertising network whenever � is smaller than a certain thresh-
old � . The graphs show that ��� � 
 �

� � for networks where � %
of the switches were � -converters, and �&����� � 
 � � for networks
where 
 ��� % of the switches were � -converters. Informally, the
crossover point of the advertising/non-advertising curves ex-
ists because when ����� , wavelength availability information
is stale by the time it is used, causing selection of � -specific
source routes which cannot be fulfilled.
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Fig. 2. Varying converter density in heterogeneous ( -advertising and non- ( -
advertising networks.

Figure 2 summarizes the results of similar experiments for
heterogeneous networks, where � -converter density was varied
between the two homogeneous extremes (i.e. from � � � % to

� � 
 ��� % ) with policies of � -advertisement (top graph) and
non-advertisement (bottom graph). These two charts demon-
strate that networks consisting of only ��� % � -converters al-
ready enjoy an improvement of blocking probabilities that
is nearly � � % of the optimal achieved in networks where
all switches are � -converters. Networks where � � % of the
switches are � -converters enjoy blocking probabilities that are
nearly � � % of this optimal.
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Fig. 3. the Threshold Normalized Connection Arrival Rate versus ( -Converter
Density.

Finally, the curve in Figure 3 shows how �
	 (the Threshold
Normalized Connection Arrival Rate) varies as a function of� (the � -Converter Density). Points on the curve are derived
based on intersection points of corresponding curves from the
two graphs in Figure 2. Suppose we are given a network which
has � -converter density � , and for which we have estimated �
(based on statistical analysis of traffic or modeling, for exam-
ple). Then Figure 2 provides a decision curve: If ���� 	 ,
wavelength advertisement yields lower blocking probabilities;
but if ����� 	 then it is more advantageous to not advertise
wavelength availability.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, advertising wavelength is good strategy for
networks where ����� 	 , while networks where ����� 	 will
benefit from not advertising wavelengths. Unfortunately it is
not clear how � will evolve as the technologies continue de-
velop in the long term. For a given core network topology, in-
creases in network link speeds drive the value of � downward.
On the other hand, connection arrival rates will increase over
time, providing upward pressure on � . The balance between
the growth rates of these two quantities determines how � will
evolve over time, and as a consequence, whether advertising
wavelength availability will be advantageous or not, in the long
term.
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